Tiny - Cowbell, Triangle, Coffee Mug
Small - Snare drum, Marimba, Plastic chair
Medium - Tenor Drum, Bongo, Five-gallon bucket
Large - Bass drum, Large instrument case, Pound on a table
(Note: Instruments may be switched within size range during performance.)
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Very Rhythmically $J = 120$

**Examples:**
- Tiny - Cowbell, Triangle, Coffee Mug
- Small - Snare drum, Marimba, Plastic chair
- Medium - Tenor Drum, Songo, Five-gallon bucket
- Large - Bass drum, large instrument case, Pound on a table

(Note: Instruments may be switched within size range during performance.)
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BANG-A-BOX

FOR ANY NUMBER OF PEOPLE PLAYING
VARIOUS SIZES OF GENERAL PERCUSSION OR ANY AVAILABLE OBJECTS

Examples:
Tiny - Cowbell, Triangle, Coffee Mug
Small - Snare Drum, Marimba, Plastic chair
Medium - Tenor Drum, Bongo, Five-gallon bucket
Large - Bass drum, Large instrument case, Pound on a table
(Note: Instruments may be switched within size range during performance.)
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Bang-A-Box

For any number of people playing various sizes of general percussion or any available objects

Examples:
Tiny - Cowbell, Triangle, Coffee Mug
Small - Snare drum, Marimba, Plastic chair
Medium - Tenor Drum, Songo, Five-gallon bucket
Large - Bass drum, large instrument case, Pound on a table
(Note: Instruments may be switched within size range during performance.)
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Very Rhythmically, $\frac{j}{4} = 120$
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